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QUESTION 240 
You create a Python script that runs a training experiment in Azure Machine Learning. The script uses the Azure 
Machine Learning SDK for Python. 
You must add a statement that retrieves the names of the logs and outputs generated by the script. 
You need to reference a Python class object from the SDK for the statement. 
Which class object should you use? 
 

A. Run 

B. ScriptRunConfig 

C. Workspace 

D. Experiment 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation:  
A run represents a single trial of an experiment. Runs are used to monitor the asynchronous execution of a trial, log 
metrics and store output of the trial, and to analyze results and access artifacts generated by the trial. 
The run Class get_all_logs method downloads all logs for the run to a directory. 
Incorrect Answers: 
A: A run represents a single trial of an experiment. Runs are used to monitor the asynchronous execution of a trial, log 
metrics and store output of the trial, and to analyze results and access artifacts generated by the trial. 
B: A ScriptRunConfig packages together the configuration information needed to submit a run in Azure ML, including 
the script, compute target, environment, and any distributed job-specific configs. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.run(class) 
 
QUESTION 241 
You run a script as an experiment in Azure Machine Learning. 
You have a Run object named run that references the experiment run. You must review the log files that were 
generated during the experiment run. 
You need to download the log files to a local folder for review. 
Which two code segments can you run to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. run.get_details() 

B. run.get_file_names() 

C. run.get_metrics() 

D. run.download_files(output_directory='./runfiles') 
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E. run.get_all_logs(destination='./runlogs') 

 
Answer: AE 
Explanation:  
The run Class get_all_logs method downloads all logs for the run to a directory. 
The run Class get_details gets the definition, status information, current log files, and other details of the run. 
Incorrect Answers: 
B: The run get_file_names list the files that are stored in association with the run. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.run(class) 
 
QUESTION 242 
You have the following code. The code prepares an experiment to run a script: 

 
The experiment must be run on local computer using the default environment. 
You need to add code to start the experiment and run the script. 
Which code segment should you use? 
 

A. run = script_experiment.start_logging() 

B. run = Run(experiment=script_experiment) 

C. ws.get_run(run_id=experiment.id) 

D. run = script_experiment.submit(config=script_config) 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation:  
The experiment class submit method submits an experiment and return the active created run. 
Syntax: submit(config, tags=None, **kwargs) 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.experiment.experiment 
 
QUESTION 243 
You use the following code to define the steps for a pipeline: 
from azureml.core import Workspace, Experiment, Run 

from azureml.pipeline.core import Pipeline 

from azureml.pipeline.steps import PythonScriptStep 

ws = Workspace.from_config() 

. . . 

step1 = PythonScriptStep(name="step1", ...) 

step2 = PythonScriptsStep(name="step2", ...) 

pipeline_steps = [step1, step2] 

You need to add code to run the steps. 
Which two code segments can you use to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. experiment = Experiment(workspace=ws,  
    name='pipeline-experiment')  

  run = experiment.submit(config=pipeline_steps) 

B. run = Run(pipeline_steps) 

C. pipeline = Pipeline(workspace=ws, steps=pipeline_steps)  
  experiment = Experiment(workspace=ws,  
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    name='pipeline-experiment')  

  run = experiment.submit(pipeline) 

D. pipeline = Pipeline(workspace=ws, steps=pipeline_steps)  
  run = pipeline.submit(experiment_name='pipeline-experiment') 

 
Answer: CD 
Explanation:  
After you define your steps, you build the pipeline by using some or all of those steps. 
# Build the pipeline. Example:  
pipeline1 = Pipeline(workspace=ws, steps=[compare_models]) 
# Submit the pipeline to be run 
pipeline_run1 = Experiment(ws, 'Compare_Models_Exp').submit(pipeline1) 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-create-machine-learning-pipelines 
 
QUESTION 244 
You create and register a model in an Azure Machine Learning workspace. 
You must use the Azure Machine Learning SDK to implement a batch inference pipeline that uses a 

ParallelRunStep to score input data using the model. You must specify a value for the ParallelRunConfig 

compute_target setting of the pipeline step. 

You need to create the compute target. 
Which class should you use? 
 

A. BatchCompute 

B. AdlaCompute 

C. AmlCompute 

D. AksCompute 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation:  
Compute target to use for ParallelRunStep. This parameter may be specified as a compute target object or the string 
name of a compute target in the workspace. 
The compute_target target is of AmlCompute or string. 
Note: An Azure Machine Learning Compute (AmlCompute) is a managed-compute infrastructure that allows you to 
easily create a single or multi-node compute. The compute is created within your workspace region as a resource that 
can be shared with other users 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-contrib-pipeline-
steps/azureml.contrib.pipeline.steps.parallelrunconfig 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.compute.amlcompute(class) 
 
QUESTION 245 
You plan to run a Python script as an Azure Machine Learning experiment. 
The script contains the following code: 

 
You must specify a file dataset as an input to the script. The dataset consists of multiple large image files and must be 
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streamed directly from its source. 

You need to write code to define a ScriptRunConfig object for the experiment and pass the ds dataset as an 

argument. 
Which code segment should you use? 
 

A. arguments = ['--input-data', ds.to_pandas_dataframe()] 

B. arguments = ['--input-data', ds.as_mount()] 

C. arguments = ['--data-data', ds] 

D. arguments = ['--input-data', ds.as_download()] 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation:  
If you have structured data not yet registered as a dataset, create a TabularDataset and use it directly in your training 
script for your local or remote experiment. 
To load the TabularDataset to pandas DataFrame 
df = dataset.to_pandas_dataframe() 
Note: TabularDataset represents data in a tabular format created by parsing the provided file or list of files. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-train-with-datasets 
 
QUESTION 246 
You use the designer to create a training pipeline for a classification model. The pipeline uses a dataset that includes 
the features and labels required for model training. 
You create a real-time inference pipeline from the training pipeline. You observe that the schema for the generated web 
service input is based on the dataset and includes the label column that the model predicts. Client applications that use 
the service must not be required to submit this value. 
You need to modify the inference pipeline to meet the requirement. 
What should you do? 
 

A. Add a Select Columns in Dataset module to the inference pipeline after the dataset and use it to 
select all columns other than the label. 

B. Delete the dataset from the training pipeline and recreate the real-time inference pipeline. 

C. Delete the Web Service Input module from the inference pipeline. 

D. Replace the dataset in the inference pipeline with an Enter Data Manually module that includes 
data for the feature columns but not the label column. 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation:  
By default, the Web Service Input will expect the same data schema as the module output data which connects to the 
same downstream port as it. You can remove the target variable column in the inference pipeline using Select Columns 
in Dataset module. Make sure that the output of Select Columns in Dataset removing target variable column is 
connected to the same port as the output of the Web Service Intput module. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/tutorial-designer-automobile-price-deploy 
 
QUESTION 247 
You use the Azure Machine Learning designer to create and run a training pipeline. You then create a real-time 
inference pipeline. 
You must deploy the real-time inference pipeline as a web service. 
What must you do before you deploy the real-time inference pipeline? 
 

A. Run the real-time inference pipeline. 

B. Create a batch inference pipeline. 

C. Clone the training pipeline. 

D. Create an Azure Machine Learning compute cluster. 
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Answer: D 
Explanation:  
You need to create an inferencing cluster.  
Deploy the real-time endpoint 
After your AKS service has finished provisioning, return to the real-time inferencing pipeline to complete deployment. 
Select Deploy above the canvas. 
Select Deploy new real-time endpoint. 
Select the AKS cluster you created. 
Select Deploy. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/tutorial-designer-automobile-price-deploy 
 
QUESTION 248 
You create an Azure Machine Learning workspace named ML-workspace. You also create an Azure Databricks 
workspace named DB-workspace. DB-workspace contains a cluster named DB-cluster. 
You must use DB-cluster to run experiments from notebooks that you import into DB-workspace. 
You need to use ML-workspace to track MLflow metrics and artifacts generated by experiments running on DB-cluster. 
The solution must minimize the need for custom code. 
What should you do? 
 

A. From DB-cluster, configure the Advanced Logging option. 

B. From DB-workspace, configure the Link Azure ML workspace option. 

C. From ML-workspace, create an attached compute. 

D. From ML-workspace, create a compute cluster. 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation:  
Connect your Azure Databricks and Azure Machine Learning workspaces: 
Linking your ADB workspace to your Azure Machine Learning workspace enables you to track your experiment data in 
the Azure Machine Learning workspace. 
To link your ADB workspace to a new or existing Azure Machine Learning workspace 
1. Sign in to Azure portal. 
2. Navigate to your ADB workspace's Overview page. 
3. Select the Link Azure Machine Learning workspace button on the bottom right. 

 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-use-mlflow-azure-databricks 
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QUESTION 249 
You are planning to register a trained model in an Azure Machine Learning workspace. 
You must store additional metadata about the model in a key-value format. You must be able to add new metadata and 
modify or delete metadata after creation. 
You need to register the model. 
Which parameter should you use? 
 

A. description 

B. model_framework 

C. tags 

D. properties 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation:  
azureml.core.Model.properties:  
Dictionary of key value properties for the Model. These properties cannot be changed after registration, however new 
key value pairs can be added. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.model.model 
 
QUESTION 250 
You have a Python script that executes a pipeline. The script includes the following code: 
from azureml.core import Experiment 

pipeline_run = Experiment(ws, 'pipeline_test').submit(pipeline) 

You want to test the pipeline before deploying the script. 
You need to display the pipeline run details written to the STDOUT output when the pipeline completes. 
Which code segment should you add to the test script? 
 

A. pipeline_run.get.metrics() 

B. pipeline_run.wait_for_completion(show_output=True) 

C. pipeline_param = PipelineParameter(name="stdout",  
    default_value="console") 

D. pipeline_run.get_status() 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation:  
wait_for_completion: Wait for the completion of this run. Returns the status object after the wait. 
Syntax: wait_for_completion(show_output=False, wait_post_processing=False, raise_on_error=True) 
Parameter: show_output 
Indicates whether to show the run output on sys.stdout. 
 
QUESTION 251 
You need to implement a Data Science Virtual Machine (DSVM) that supports the Caffe2 deep learning framework. 
Which of the following DSVM should you create? 
 

A. Windows Server 2012 DSVM 

B. Windows Server 2016 DSVM 

C. Ubuntu 16.04 DSVM 

D. CentOS 7.4 DSVM 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 
Caffe2 is supported by Data Science Virtual Machine for Linux. 
Microsoft offers Linux editions of the DSVM on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and CentOS 7.4. 
However, only the DSVM on Ubuntu is preconfigured for Caffe2. 
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Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/data-science-virtual-machine/overview 
 
QUESTION 252 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You have been tasked with employing a machine learning model, which makes use of a PostgreSQL database and 
needs GPU processing, to forecast prices. 
You are preparing to create a virtual machine that has the necessary tools built into it. 
You need to make use of the correct virtual machine type. 
Recommendation: You make use of a Geo AI Data Science Virtual Machine (Geo-DSVM) Windows edition. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
The Azure Geo AI Data Science VM (Geo-DSVM) delivers geospatial analytics capabilities from Microsoft's Data 
Science VM. Specifically, this VM extends the AI and data science toolkits in the Data Science VM by adding ESRI's 
market-leading ArcGIS Pro Geographic Information System. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/data-science-virtual-machine/overview 
 
QUESTION 253 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You have been tasked with employing a machine learning model, which makes use of a PostgreSQL database and 
needs GPU processing, to forecast prices. 
You are preparing to create a virtual machine that has the necessary tools built into it. 
You need to make use of the correct virtual machine type. 
Recommendation: You make use of a Deep Learning Virtual Machine (DLVM) Windows edition. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
DLVM is a template on top of DSVM image. In terms of the packages, GPU drivers etc are all there in the DSVM 
image. Mostly it is for convenience during creation where we only allow DLVM to be created on GPU VM instances on 
Azure. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/data-science-virtual-machine/overview 
 
QUESTION 254 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You have been tasked with employing a machine learning model, which makes use of a PostgreSQL database and 
needs GPU processing, to forecast prices. 
You are preparing to create a virtual machine that has the necessary tools built into it. 
You need to make use of the correct virtual machine type. 
Recommendation: You make use of a Data Science Virtual Machine (DSVM) Windows edition. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 
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Answer: A 
Explanation: 
In the DSVM, your training models can use deep learning algorithms on hardware that's based on graphics processing 
units (GPUs). 
PostgreSQL is available for the following operating systems: Linux (all recent distributions), 64-bit installers available for 
macOS (OS X) version 10.6 and newer – Windows (with installers available for 64-bit version; tested on latest versions 
and back to Windows 2012 R2. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/data-science-virtual-machine/overview 
 
QUESTION 255 
You have been tasked with designing a deep learning model, which accommodates the most recent edition of Python, 
to recognize language. 
You have to include a suitable deep learning framework in the Data Science Virtual Machine (DSVM). 
Which of the following actions should you take? 
 

A. You should consider including Rattle. 

B. You should consider including TensorFlow. 

C. You should consider including Theano. 

D. You should consider including Chainer. 

 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION 256 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You have been tasked with evaluating your model on a partial data sample via k-fold cross-validation. 
You have already configured a k parameter as the number of splits. You now have to configure the k parameter for the 
cross-validation with the usual value choice. 
Recommendation: You configure the use of the value k=3. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION 257 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You have been tasked with evaluating your model on a partial data sample via k-fold cross-validation. 
You have already configured a k parameter as the number of splits. You now have to configure the k parameter for the 
cross-validation with the usual value choice. 
Recommendation: You configure the use of the value k=10. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Leave One Out (LOO) cross-validation 
Setting K = n (the number of observations) yields n-fold and is called leave-one out cross-validation (LOO), a special 
case of the K-fold approach. 
LOO CV is sometimes useful but typically doesn’t shake up the data enough. The estimates from each fold are highly 
correlated and hence their average can have high variance. 
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This is why the usual choice is K=5 or 10. It provides a good compromise for the bias-variance tradeoff. 
 
QUESTION 258 
You construct a machine learning experiment via Azure Machine Learning Studio. 
You would like to split data into two separate datasets. 
Which of the following actions should you take? 
 

A. You should make use of the Split Data module. 

B. You should make use of the Group Categorical Values module. 

C. You should make use of the Clip Values module. 

D. You should make use of the Group Data into Bins module. 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
The Group Data into Bins module supports multiple options for binning data. You can customize how the bin edges are 
set and how values are apportioned into the bins. 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/group-data-into-bins 
 
QUESTION 259 
You have been tasked with creating a new Azure pipeline via the Machine Learning designer. 
You have to makes sure that the pipeline trains a model using data in a comma-separated values (CSV) file that is 
published on a website. A dataset for the file for this file does not exist. 
Data from the CSV file must be ingested into the designer pipeline with the least amount of administrative effort as 
possible. 
Which of the following actions should you take? 
 

A. You should make use of the Convert to TXT module. 

B. You should add the Copy Data object to the pipeline. 

C. You should add the Import Data object to the pipeline. 

D. You should add the Dataset object to the pipeline. 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
The preferred way to provide data to a pipeline is a Dataset object. The Dataset object points to data that lives in or is 
accessible from a datastore or at a Web URL. The Dataset class is abstract, so you will create an instance of either a 
FileDataset (referring to one or more files) or a TabularDataset that's created by from one or more files with delimited 
columns of data. 
Example: 
from azureml.core import Dataset 
iris_tabular_dataset = Dataset.Tabular.from_delimited_files([(def_blob_store, 'train-dataset/iris.csv')]) 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-create-your-first-pipeline 
 
QUESTION 260 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You are in the process of creating a machine learning model. Your dataset includes rows with null and missing values. 
You plan to make use of the Clean Missing Data module in Azure Machine Learning Studio to detect and fix the null 
and missing values in the dataset. 
Recommendation: You make use of the Replace with median option. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
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Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/clean-missing-data 
 
QUESTION 261 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You are in the process of creating a machine learning model. Your dataset includes rows with null and missing values. 
You plan to make use of the Clean Missing Data module in Azure Machine Learning Studio to detect and fix the null 
and missing values in the dataset. 
Recommendation: You make use of the Custom substitution value option. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/clean-missing-data 
 
QUESTION 262 
This question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question 
has a distinctive result. Establish if the recommendation satisfies the requirements. 
You are in the process of creating a machine learning model. Your dataset includes rows with null and missing values. 
You plan to make use of the Clean Missing Data module in Azure Machine Learning Studio to detect and fix the null 
and missing values in the dataset. 
Recommendation: You make use of the Remove entire row option. 
Will the requirements be satisfied? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Remove entire row: Completely removes any row in the dataset that has one or more missing values. This is useful if 
the missing value can be considered randomly missing. 
Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/clean-missing-data 
 
QUESTION 263 
You need to consider the underlined segment to establish whether it is accurate. 
To transform a categorical feature into a binary indicator, you should make use of the Clean Missing Data module. 
Select “No adjustment required” if the underlined segment is accurate. If the underlined segment is inaccurate, select 
the accurate option. 
 

A. No adjustment required. 

B. Convert to Indicator Values 

C. Apply SQL Transformation 

D. Group Categorical Values 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
Use the Convert to Indicator Values module in Azure Machine Learning Studio. The purpose of this module is to 
convert columns that contain categorical values into a series of binary indicator columns that can more easily be used 
as features in a machine learning model. 
Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/convert-to-indicator-
values 
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